Coinitial graphs were used in [2; 3; 4] as a combinatorial tool in the Reidemeister-Schreier process in order to prove subgroup theorems for Fuchsian groups. Whitehead had previously introduced such graphs but used topological methods for his proofs [8; 9]. Subsequently Rapaport [7] and Iliggins and Lyndon [1] gave algebraic proofs of the results in [9] , and AIcCool [5; 6] has further developed these methods so that presentations of automorphism groups could be found.
1. Let X be a set of letters with a fixed involution x i -> x -1 , where x may be equal to x~~l and where for convenience we will use the term involution to include the case in which x = x~l for all x. Let W be a set of reduced cyclic words in X. With the pair (X, W) we associate a directed graph F with vertex set X and with directed edges defined as follows. With each occurrence of a letter x in an element w of the set W we associate a directed edge e : x >-» y where y~1 is the letter which occurs in w immediately following the given occurrence of x. If w is of length one then x immediately follows itself in the cyclic word giving an edge rxn x~l. This will be a loop if x = x^1, but apart from this T has no loops. We define also a one-to-one map </ > of the edges of F to themselves which takes an edge e x : x i -> y associated with an occurrence of x to the ed^e e 2 : y~1 ^-> z associated with the occurrence of y~l immediately following the given occurrence of x. Definition. A coinitial graph is a pair (T, <f>) where F is a directed graph whose vertex set X has an involution x ^-> x -' 1 as above, and where 0 is a one-to-one map of the edges of F taking each edge ending at each vertex y to an edge beginning at y~l.
Clearly each orbit under <j> determines a succession of letters in X, and if each orbit is finite then from a coinitial graph (r, 0) we can recover a unique pair (X, W) with which it is associated.
It should be noted that the present concept of coinitial graph is an extension of that used in [2; 3; 4] .
If A and B are subsets of X, not necessarily disjoint, then by an edge between A and B we will mean an edge e : a \-> b or an edge e : b • -> a where a Ç A and b £ B. A' will denote the complement of A in X, and a will as usual be used to denote either the element a or the set [a] according to the context.
We now define an operation on coinitial graphs analogous to the well known cutting and pasting of a fundamental region of a Fuchsian group. Let a 9 e a~l be an element of X and A a subset of X containing a but not a~1. The operation (A, a) on a coinitial graph (F, 0) is defined in three stages.
(i) Replace each edge e in F between x G i and y~l ( E A' by edges e\ between x and a and <? 2 and c?i : a >-» x if c : y~1 ^-> x. In the first case we modify 4> by defining <£(<?i) = e 2 and replacing 0(e') = e by 0(V) = 0i an d <t>(e) = e" by (t>(e 2 ) = e". In the second case 0 is modified by defining 4>(e 2 ) = e\ and replacing <j>{e") = g by <\>(e") = e 2 and 0(0) -e' by 0(ei) -e'.
(ii) Relabel a, a~l as a, a~] and conversely.
(iii) Do the converse of operation (i) with the new a and cr l . That is, remove the vertices a and cr l and replace each pair of edges at a and a~l which correspond under 0 by a single edge with suitable direction and adjust 0 accordingly.
We will refer to operation (i) as cutting the edges between A and A f and joining them to a and a~l, and to operation (iii) as joining the edges at a and a~~l. Clearly after cutting the edges between A and A f we have two disjoint graphs and operation (iii) joins edges in distinct components so no loops can be created or destroyed by (A, a). We will write the operation (A, a) on the right so that (A, a)(B, b) will denote (A, a) followed by (B, b) . The conditions a G A and a~l (? A will be assumed whenever we write {A, a). We will use A e to denote A if e = 1 and to denote A', if e = -1, so that (A, a) is defined if and only if a e Ç A e for e = ±1. We will also, as is usual, use A + B to denote A U B when A T\ B = 0, and A -B to denote A C\ B' when ^ 3 £. In longer formulae the operations of plus and minus for sets are performed from left to right. Let T denote the set of all operations (A, a). Suppose now that | T|, the number of edges of F, is finite. Let a be any finite succession of operations in T, then Ta also has a finite number of edges and we write A r o-, or simply Aa, for | IV| -|T|. Let A and B be any two subsets of X, then we define A. T B, or A.B when Y is understood, to be the number of edges in Y between A and B.
We have immediately that a.a = 0 iî a 9 e a -1 ,
Also operation (i) above replaces each edge between A and A' by two edges thereby increasing the number of edges by A.A', while operation (iii) replaces pairs of edges at a and a~l, which were previously the edges at a and a~l, by single edges thereby decreasing the number by a.X, hence
Let P e , r denote A* C\ B*. Then A' = Ef^.r, ^r = E«P«.r and X = ^ejP £ ,r, where summation is over e, f = ±1. Hence Proof. Consider the effect of (A, a) on edges between P and B' in F. Since P C .4', the only edges between B and B' which are affected by operation (i) are those between B and A and these are replaced by an equal number of edges between B and or 1 and between a and A. Therefore the number of edges between B and B' + a + a~l is the same as between B and P' in I\ Since a and a -1 are in B' operation (ii) does not change the label of any vertex of P, hence the number of edges we are concerned with does not alter.
Since the new a and a~l are not in B, reversing the argument for operation (i) shows that the number of edges we are considering remains unaltered.
We have shown therefore that the number of edges between B and B' is the same in T(A, a) 
Proof. For x = a ±l , b ±l let P(x) denote the set A e H B* containing x. If the four sets P(a), P(a~l), P(b) and P (5 _1 ) are all distinct then
< 0 by hypothesis.
Hence A(P, p) < 0 for some p = a ±l , b ±l where P = Pip). Similarly £ Ai(P(x),x) S 0 for alii 6 /.
X
Hence by the given conditional minimality and using induction on I we have
If there are three or less distinct sets P(x) for x = a ±l , b^ then for some e and f, A € P\ P f does not contain any of a, a~~l, b or b~l. In particular it does not Similarly, A*(F, p~l) + A*(P, 3/-1 ) = 0. As before this gives Aa < 0 and A z (7 = 0 either for a = ( F, ^r* 1 ) or for or -(P, 3/-1 ).
If p = 3/-1 take 0--(P, 3;-1 ).
When I is empty this reduces to the lemma of [ 7 Delete all occurrences of a and a~l.
It is now easily checked using (i)' (ii)' and (iii)' that the following lemma holds. Note that this transformation differs from the Whitehead automorphism only in taking a, a" 1 to a™ 1 , a. HA is the subset {a}, then we have that (a, a) is equivalent to the transformation a <-> a" 1 .
We now introduce the notation (a < Proof. Since we have proved the. equivalence of the operations (A, a) on coinitial graphs and on reduced cyclic words, and since this clearly extends to (a <-> b) we can prove the relations by showing that they hold either for all coinitial graphs or for all reduced cyclic words. Consider first all coinitial graphs.
In the operation (A, a) , (i) and (iii) are inverses and (ii) is its own inverse, and by definition (x <-> y) is its own inverse, so Rl holds. Operations (i), (ii) and (iii) are the same for (A, a) and (A', a~v) , so R2 holds. Now (a, a) and (a -1 , a -1 ) both merely interchange a and a~l, so R3 holds. The operation (A , a)
followed by a change of label may also be achieved by first relabelling the vertices and then carrying out the operation on the same edges and with the same vertex, i.e., with the new labelling, (AT, air), so R4 holds. In applying (A,a) {A, b) operation (i) of (A,b) cuts precisely those edges which have been joined by operation (iii) of (.4, a) . Therefore (A, a) (A, b) is equivalent to (i) cut all edges between A and A' and join to a and a~l, (ii) apply (a <-» a) then apply (a <->&), (iii) join the edges at a and a~{. Now (ii) above is the same as applying (a <-> b) and then applying (a <-> b); moreover the edges at a and a" 1 may be joined before the last relabelling and so R5 holds. The proofs of R6, R7 and R8 are more succinct using reduced words than coinitial graphs, so we consider the action on letters. Proof. The relations R1-R3 will be used freely throughout, the other relations will be explicitly mentioned. '(F,?) (P, p) = (P, p) ( F, 3O or (P, />) (P + F -£-1, y) by R7 or R8 if y~l C t P,
which in every case is of the required form. Moreover
(Y,y)(P,p) = (Y,y)(P,p)
if y-i g P, I (P, />) ( F, y) = ( F, y) (P, p) or ( F, y) ( F + P -y\ p) = / by R7 or R8 if p" 1 <l Y, "* I (P, J*"" Proof. Add an element i 0 to I with i 0 > i for all i Ç 7, and put Y = I\ 0 . We use induction on the relation > . Let k be a minimal element of 7 for which the conclusion does not hold for some a satisfying the hypotheses.
Now by the induction we can assume that the expression for a has been changed by the relations to a = n . . . T" with \Y t Ti . . . r r \ = \Y t \ for r -i, . . . , n, and all i < k. Put |r fc n . . . r r \ = l T for r = 0, . . . , n, and consider the sequence / 0 , /i, . . . , /". If k T^ ?' 0 tlien k G 7 and by the hypothesis l-r ^ h -hi, so we have / r _i ^ / r > l r+ i for some r. If k = i 0 , then by hypothesis l r ^ l n and again / r _i ^ l r > / r+1 for some r. In either case choose r to give a maximum 1 r satisfying these inequalities.
If r r is not a permutation then we assert that the conditions of Lemma 2 hold for F = Y k T\ . . . r r and F/n . . . and substituting this for T T+ I in the expression for <r and cancelling r r r r we obtain a sequence in which, in place of the value l r , we have l r + Ad] twice and l r + Acr 2 twice and / r+i once. Moreover for the new sequence, since \YjTi . . . r T a t \ = |r^ri...r r |, we still have |r ; ri...7v[ = \Y j\ ail r\ all j < k. If r r is a permutation then by R2 we can move it one place to the right to obtain a sequence in which the value l r is replaced by l r +i.
Now by the usual induction on the value l r and the number of times it is attained we have, after a finite number of steps, that the conclusion holds after all for this k and a. Since / is finite the lemma is proved.
If I is empty we get the original result of Whitehead [9] . Following the method of [6] we construct a 2-complex K as follows. We take as vertices v all m-tuples (Tier, r 2 a, . . . , T m a) such that | I\o-| = |T f |, where for m = 0 we take one vertex. For each vertex v in i£ and for each r G T such that i>r is also in i£ we construct one edge, labelled r, between v and vr. Since r 2 = 1 for all r G T, there is at most one edge labelled r at each vertex. Since X is finite, T is finite and the number of vertices and edges of K is finite. Thus Stab VQ is finitely generated.
The subset of T consisting of all transformations (a, a) and (a <-» b) generates the extended symmetric group 0 on all a ^ a~l G X. We add sufficient relations R9 to give a presentation of this group. These relations clearly hold in S. We now add 2-cells to K as follows. If TT . . . T {V) = 1 is a relation R2-R9 then whenever r, r', . . . , T (,° is a loop at some vertex y of K we add a 2-cell with this loop as boundary. Since the number of relations and of vertices is finite we now have a finite complex, whose fundamental group 7n(i£, v 0 ) is therefore finitely presented.
Since every 2-cell corresponds to a relation in 2, homotopic loops at v 0 give the same element of Stab z/ 0 . We therefore have a homomorphism from w\ (K, VQ) to Stab VQ, which we wish to prove is an isomorphism. Suppose then that r\, 72, ... , r n is a loop in K such that n . . . , so that the words a t and a t -\{Q u c t )ir t correspond to paths in K from v T to v r a t . Moreover they form the boundary of a 2-cell in K which is the union of 2-cells corresponding to the relations used in Lemma 5. Therefore the original loop n, 72, ... , T" is homotopic to one for which | IVi . . . r r \ = \ Y\. It remains to show by choosing a suitable Y that this loop is homotopic to the identity. This is similar to the method used [6] .
If X contains an element e = e~l, take Y to be the coinitial graph of the reduced cyclic words {ex : x ^ x~l G X}. Then Y is minimal and if | IVi . . . r r \ = |T| for all r, then r r = (a, «), (X -a, a~l) or (a <-> b) so 2-cells corresponding to R2 and R9 will give 7i, . . . , r n homotopic to the identity.
If X contains no element e = e~l, take Y to be the coinitial graph of the reduced cyclic words {x : x G X}, and or (a <->&), and the result follows as before.
We now consider automorphisms of free groups. Let F be a free group of finite rank and let X consist of a set {x\ of free generators and their inverses and one other element e. Then X has an involution x >-» x~l, e t-> e. The reduced cyclic words having exactly one occurrence of e are in 1 -1 correspondence with the elements of F, under the map ew >-» w G F. The transformations {A, a) take this set of reduced cyclic words into itself and correspond to automorphisms of F. In fact if e 2 A then (A, a) corresponds to the transformation on the generators of F given after Lemma 2, whereas if e £ A then it corresponds to the same transformation followed by the inner automorphism x i -» a~1xa. The transformations (x, x) and (x + y, x)(x, x) correspond to the elementary Nielsen transformations. Therefore we have an epimorphism from S to Aut F which is easily seen to be an isomorphism.
If Wi, W2, . . . , W m are sets of reduced words or cyclic reduced words in the free generators of F, let I\, . . . , T m be the corresponding coinitial graphs, where as before a reduced word w is equated with the cyclic reduced word ew. Then Stab (Ti, . . . , T m ) is isomorphic to the subgroup of all a in Aut F such that W t a = Wi, i• = 1, . . . , m. Adding the relations (A, a) = (A -e, a) , whenever e £ A, factors out inner automorphisms. In this way presentations of some subgroups of Aut F/I(F) can theoretically be given, including the subgroups given by Zieschang [10] which induce automorphsims of Fuchsian groups.
